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Ronan Foley brings the silverware home from Belgium.
For the first World Cup, held in Belgium in May, Ireland sent
two athletes to compete, Barry Watkins in the Senior K1,
and Ronan Foley in the Junior K1. Supported by their coach
Jon Simmons, they both had fantastic races, Barry finishing
5th in the Long Distance race and 12th in the Short Distance
after damaging his rudder. Ronan showed his International
pedigree by coming 3rd in the Short Distance, and 2nd in
Long Distance, his preferred race.

Ronan Foley, joined a very elite list of our World Cup
medal winners when he brought home both a bronze
and a silver medal from the World Cup in Belgium. From
Kilcullen Canoe Club, where he started under the watchful eye of Jock Kelly, he is now training in Salmon Leap
Canoe Club with his coach Jon Simmons. Ronan has just
finished transition year and hopes to go on to study
Sports Science. If ever there was a counter argument for
the discipline specialisation from our junior paddlers
this young man is it! Do not be surprised to also see Ronan racing in Sprint, Slalom and Wildwater (even in a
C2!)

It was inevitable that Leixlip native, Barry Watkins, would
become a paddler following in his Olympian father, Howard’s footsteps. A member of Salmon Leap Canoe Club
where he has been paddling since he was 8 old. He quickly
worked his way through the racing divisions and was racing on the International stage as a junior. A European Junior Champion in K1 500m in 2007 was an early career highlight. Up until quite recently he has primarily concentrated
on Sprint Racing but his quality as a marathon paddler is
unquestionable and has already seen some strong results.

After one of the recent 10k races in SLCC we got to sit down with both Ronan and Barry and have a
chat about the World Cup, training and all things paddling.

Ronan Foley
What got you into paddling?
I’ve always loved water sports. When I was younger I spent my summers swimming in the river, and doing
water based summer camps. I went to Kerry to stay with some friends of ours in Kenmare when I was 8.
They took me out in a kayak and we paddled around Kenmare bay. I loved it from then and it was all I
wanted to do.
What is your training work load at
the moment?
I train twice a day most days, which
includes one session in the morning
and one in the afternoon/evening.
(with one day off).
How do you push yourself during
each session?
Well I'm part of a very strong training group coach by Jon Simmons
which helps me go further and further during each session.

What are your paddling goals for
2017?
My paddling goals for 2017 are to finish top ten or maybe top eight in the Europeans and the World
championships.
What are your career highlights so far?
The World Cup this year. It was a great experience and the icing on the cake was the two medals.
Do you do any other sports? Maybe for some cross training?
Yeah I like to mix thing up a bit some weights and running.

Ronan and Barry are being joined by Pete Egan of SLCC and Ashling Smith of WWKC to race at the European Championships in Portugal on the 29th of June to the 2nd of July. Pete will be racing Senior K1 and
Aisling will be in the Ladies Senior K1.
We would like to wish them the very best of luck.

Barry Watkins
What is your training program like at the moment?
A typical week for me is around 9 sessions. The week starts on Sunday with a long paddle of 15k to 20k of
moderate intensity. On Monday I have a technical session in the morning and I’m in the gym in the evening. There is a great club session on Tuesday nights when we get a large group out for intervals between 4
to 10 minutes. Wednesday is another long paddle but I add some speed work in here too, and then I’ll get
a run in after as well. Another two sessions on Thursday with some Speed work in the morning and the
club 10K in the evening. Friday I’m off and Saturday is 5 time trials of 1.5k.
And all this is balanced with a 5 day working week?
Yeah, I’m working fulltime as well with my Dad
in the butchers. I think it is important to have
a good balance in life and not have my sport
dominating my life, it helps keep everything in
perspective. When I was in Belgium I knew
regardless of my result I was in work on Monday morning, so it actually takes some of the
race pressure off. I also like to have my friends
outside of paddling too which was tough for
the 8 years I was training fulltime and travelling all the time. I’d also stress the importance
of nutrition to keep the body healthy to train
and work. It wasn’t something I was particularly good when I was younger but I’ve learnt to be better at
it.
Are you doing any other sports?
I actually got into paddling cause I wasn’t very good at a lot of other sports. I also enjoy running, particularly 5k races. I like sports where you can push and really punish yourself. Mind over matter stuff when
you surprise yourself after achieving something. You thought you couldn’t. You have to learn to love the
pain!
What are your goals for 2017?
Have fun. My paddling and racing now are all about having fun, if I wasn’t having fun I wouldn’t do it.
After I stepped back from fulltime training and sprint racing I was reluctant to set goals for myself. Then I
started training with Jon (Simmons) and I started enjoying it again. I raced the Worlds Marathon Champs
last year and I was mixing it with the best in the world. So I then set myself the goal of finishing in the top
10, then top 5, then finish on the podium. I want to win the World Championships.
Any advice for the younger paddlers coming through?
Again have fun, and keep the emphasis on having fun while paddling. Try all the disciplines, and race. Do
all the races, it is the best way to learn how to race. Don’t just do races that you’ll think you’ll win, do
them all and take a beating if necessary. Gary Mawer was great for this, he’d often turn up not race fit
with the attitude of beat me if you can, more often he won but he also lost. You can use a loss to help motivate yourself.

Upcoming events:

22nd / 23rd of July: National Championship (SLCC)
13th of August: Thomastown Paddlers Canoe Club Ranking Race
20th of August: Salmon Leap Canoe Club Ranking Race
27th of August: City of the Tribes Ranking Race
3rd of September: Lower Liffey Ranking Race

Earlier this year Athy Canoe Club ran their 44 k marathon race. Here is Eoin O’Conaire’s report from the
event.

Athy Rowing Canoe Club marathon race March 5th 2017
So what’s it like to paddle 44K for the first time?

I had never paddled 44 Km before but I have started to find myself drawn to the longer distances recently
– wondering if I could some day work up to Devizes to Westminster (DW). Therefore the Athy full marathon was perfect. This would test me sufficiently and perhaps scare me off completely ever considering
the DW.

It was a superbly organised event with a troupe of enthusiastic volunteers From ARC making sure that the
day went off without a hitch. Having access to changing rooms and a cuppa before being shuttled up to
the start-line with my boat was fantastic. The time-trial format of the race also contributed to the relaxed
atmosphere. Marathon race starts are often fraught environments. However with the start window of 2
hours, you could pick your start-time and head off whenever you wanted. None of that “back green boat,
green boat paddle back, I will not start the race until, ready, GO” business that usually goes on.

The start

As it happened there were only three of us in Divisions 3-5 that were mad enough to take on the 44K. Myself, Brendon and Marius all started together with a
vague plan that we would take it easy and paddle together at first. As we watched Barry Watkins and Jon
Simmons start a few minutes before us and tear off into
the distance, it is worth noting that there are not many
sports where as a recreational paddler you get the opportunity to paddle with…well not with…but near…well
not exactly near…but in the same race - as elite world
class athletes. Olivia Murphy who was starting the race
advised us (with tongue firmly in cheek) that if we
caught them that we should warn them that the water
level had come up quite high at the put-in for the portage.

The early bit
The first half of the race was a paddle up the Grand canal from Athy to Monasterevin. This was pure flat
water with just occasional reeds to negotiate. The three of us tried to settle into a rhythm. With an eye on
the distance, I was consciously trying to hold back and paddle slowly and efficiently. It all seemed very
easy. The sun even came out. Brendon dropped back a little and Marius and I paddled together for a

while. Marius suddenly disappeared over to the bank with what I can only assume was some sort of wardrobe malfunction but after a re-adjustment he quickly paddled up alongside me again.

Then suddenly it didn’t seem so easy. Marius pulled ahead a little. What was going on? We were only
about 7K in and I was starting to feel quite ropey and the boat wasn’t moving well. In fact I was working
really hard – pushing my left foot pedal just to keep it in a straight line. I finally figured out that I had
some weed stuck on my rudder and after a stop to dislodge it and take on some food I felt much better.

As I was getting back in, John and Jim Morrissey came trucking past in their K2 with Tadhg De Barra looking like the cat that got the cream surfing their sizeable wash.

The Morrissey brothers are fresh from completing the gruelling 3-day Dusi canoe marathon in South Africa and with multiple DW finishes between them, this is a not a big deal for them. In fact, Jim could be considered DW royalty – having won the K2 straight-through race three times in the 90s. John also with
strong DW experience (and widely acknowledged to be a DW anorak) is firmly focussed on achieving a
sub-20 hour DW performance this Easter.

Brendon pulled up beside me and we paddled together for a while chatting. Things were feeling easy
again – I was in the happy zone. Brendon – “the Cavan Cockney” Goodrich also has DW pedigree - completing the 4 day race with his son in freezing conditions in 2013. Today was his first very long test before
his solo attempt at DW 2017.

The middle bit
I decided to pull away and developed a nice rhythm as we headed into the second 10K. However at about
16 or 17K, I was no longer in the happy zone. I was sore – in my abs and hip flexors. I felt tired and psychologically I took a real dip. I wasn’t even halfway and I was feeling knackered. How could I finish if I was
feeling this bad now?

Some people are straightforward and uncomplicated (like say Marius). They decide to do an event
like this and they just do it. No fuss, no strategies
etc. I on the other hand, am one of those annoying
people who is compelled to read up everything
and stockpile advice and strategies. So as I hit this
low point, I attempted to put some of these techniques into action.

Food. Yes. Blood-sugar is probably low. Eat a few of my homemade energy bites. Have a good drink.

Feel better? Marginally. Keep paddling.

Still feeling really bad. Sore. Cold. The canal water feels like paddling through treacle. The headwind isn’t
helping. Where’s the sun gone? This is not fun.

Okay another strategy. You chose to do this. You enjoy paddling. Look around it’s beautiful. The pain is
temporary. Keep paddling.

And another one. Things don’t always get worse. Keep
out of your mind the fact that you are not even halfway
and you feel this bad. You won’t necessarily feel worse in
another 10 K. Oh God, I have more than 20 K still to go!

And so went the next 2 or 3 K just before the portage.
Me talking myself into keeping going. Me singing – well
there was nobody around. Me reciting mantras. Me just
trying to keep going. Your mind goes to dark places during these low points. Like many canoeists I had just gotten the sad news of Eamonn O’ Donahoes’ tragic
death when paddling on Lough Ree. The sudden loss of such a respected and well-liked member of our
paddling community has come as a huge shock to us all and it is hard not to dwell on the tragedy and the
circumstances around his death.

The portage
I was happy to get to the portage – so happy that I even decided to take a little waist-deep refreshing icebath. There may be a photo of me wagging my finger at the photographer warning I that I didn’t give my
consent to the release of my image rights. But I was just glad to have made it through the canal section
and in no hurry, I chatted to my Dad, ate some more of the energy bites and set off for the second half –
the river Barrow from Monasterevin back to Athy. The K2 pairing of Niall Power and Paul Kerr came into
the portage just after me. Niall and Paul are training for the DW and today was their first opportunity to
try out a new boat together.

The river
The great thing about getting onto the Barrow was that because of the deluge of rain over the past couple
of weeks, there was a fantastic flow to help me along. This of course brings its own challenges. After the
flat slog of the canal it was quite an adjustment to paddle the fast-flowing swirly river. However I was now
rejuvenated with food and liquids and safe in the knowledge I was on the home stretch.

After a few initial wobbles, I gave myself a little pep
-talk and started settling into a nice paddling
rhythm. I love the river Barrow – it is one of my favourite rivers to paddle on and I was getting a nice
boost of endorphins and dopamine from taking in
the lush surroundings and the buzz of really picking
up some speed helped along by the river.

I didn’t have another psychological plummet like on
the canal but when the wind picked up and the icy rain started pelting into my face, I did have a difficult
patch. However after a quick stop to glug back a gel and have a drink, I rallied – buoyed by the fact that
farmland began to be peppered with more houses. Also I had begun to enter that Zen-like state of tiredness. My mind was now quiet – no ricocheting thoughts pinging around my brain. No need for psychological strategies.

People attain this state through yoga, meditation or mindfulness practice but endurance exercise brings
you there too. Jim Morrissey talked afterward about needing to have a good paddle today “to feel the
pain again”. Perhaps this (in addition to his technical ability and fitness) is where he has an edge. It has
been shown in numerous studies that older endurance athletes often match and outperform younger athletes despite the younger athletes having higher levels of fitness on all standard exercise physiology tests
like VO2 max testing. The conclusion is that the older athlete has learned to tolerate higher levels of pain
– to enter that meditative state where you can observe the feelings of discomfort without attaching too
much meaning to them and simply keep paddling!

The last couple of kilometres were almost joyful but I was very happy to see the finish line. As I carried my
boat over to my car, I spotted Marius – already dressed and warm.
“That was pretty tough eh Marius?”

Marius’ reply was typically straightforward:
“No”.

Brendon came in a few minutes later – happy with this warm up for Easter. Barry Watkins had set a new
course record closely followed by Jon Simmons. John and Jim romped home in the K2 but most importantly we all finished and conquered the distance!

Huge thanks to all at Athy Rowing and Canoe club. This is a fantastic race with huge potential to develop
into a mass participation event. See you in 2018!
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